Abstract-This paper proposes an efficient video coding algorithm based on shape-adaptive all phase biorthogonal transform (SA-APBT) and MPEG-4. Firstly, the input video sequence is segmented into many arbitrarily shaped video objects. Then the motion, shape and texture of all video objects are encoded in accordance with priority. Shape coding uses context-based arithmetic encoding (CAE). SA-APBT and uniform quantization method are adopted in texture coding. Experimental results show that reconstructed video sequence using video coding algorithm based on SA-APBT and MPEG-4 obtains better effects including objective quality and subjective quality compared with the one based on SA-DCT. And the proposed algorithm uses uniform quantization instead of complex quantization table in MPEG-4, which makes hardware implementation easier.
I. INTRODUCTION
In video coding, the block-based coding has been widely used in many video compression standards, including MPEG-2 [1] , H.263 [2] and H.264 [3] . The disadvantage of the block-based coding is bad subjective effects of reconstructed video sequence at low bit rates [4] . Now in many applications such as video conference, telemedicine and remote monitoring, observers tend to focus on some objects in the video sequence, whereas they are not interested in other objects, which promote the development of the object-based video coding. Because observed object can also get good reconstructed quality using object-based coding even at low bit rates [5] . In MPEG-4 [6] , video sequence is comprised of many video objects with different physical significance. Each video object can be accessed and manipulated separately [7] .
Shape-Adaptive Discrete Cosine Transform (SA-DCT) [8] for arbitrarily shaped image segment coding is widely adopted and included in MPEG-4 standard because of low complexity and effective coefficients decorrelation. But the shortcoming of it is the serious blocking effects at low bit rates [9] . In order to solve this problem, this paper proposes video coding algorithm based on ShapeAdaptive All Phase Biorthogonal Transform (SA-APBT) and MPEG-4. Firstly, the video sequence is segmented into many arbitrarily shaped video objects. Then the motion, shape and texture of all video objects are encoded in accordance with priority. In texture coding, SA-APBT and uniform quantization method are used. Experimental results show that the objective quality and subjective effects of the reconstructed video sequence using the proposed algorithm based on SA-APBT are better than that based on SA-DCT at same bit rates.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces two shape-adaptive transforms: SA-DCT and SA-APBT. MPEG quantization and H.263 quantization methods used in MPEG-4 are explained in Section III. And then in Section IV, MPEG-4 video coding algorithm using SA-APBT is proposed. The overall algorithm description of MPEG-4 video coding using SA-APBT is firstly given. Thereafter the shape coding and texture coding for all video objects are described in detail. Experimental results and comparisons between the proposed algorithm based on SA-APBT and the one based on SA-DCT are presented in Section V. Conclusions of the paper and discussion for future work are given finally in Section VI.
II. SHAPE-ADAPTIVE TRANSFORM

A. SA-DCT
Conventional two-dimensional Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) [10] can only be used in rectangular image coding and is not applicable to arbitrarily shaped image segment coding. Let X and C represent an image block and DCT matrix with size of NN  respectively. After two-dimensional DCT transform, transform coefficients block Y can be denoted by 
where T C is the transpose matrix of C . The processes of SA-DCT are comprised of two onedimensional variable-length DCT subtransforms in the vertical and horizontal directions [8] , as shown in Fig. 1 . Fig. 1(a) shows the original boundary image block with size of 88  segmented into foreground (brunet) and background (white). In order to perform DCT transform in the vertical direction, the position j l of the first pixel of each column in the foreground is found and the length j n of each column in the foreground is counted. Then the all pixels of each column in the foreground are shifted to the uppermost position and grouped into column vector j x , as shown in Fig. 1(b) . Each column vector j x goes through one-dimensional DCT transform length of j n , the column vector j a is obtained ( Fig. 1(c) ). After onedimensional variable-length DCT subtransform in the vertical direction, the transform result j a can be denoted 
B. SA-APBT
On the basis of all phase digital filtering [11] , three kinds of all phase biorthogonal transforms based on the WHT, DCT and IDCT were proposed and the matrices of APBT were deduced in [12] , which were defined as APWBT, APDCBT, and APIDCBT. Similar to DCT, it can be used in rectangular image coding and is not applicable to arbitrarily shaped image segment coding.
Taking APIDCBT as an example, the image block X with size of NN  goes through two-dimensional APIDCBT transform, the transform coefficients block Y can be denoted by
where E is the APIDCBT matrix with size of NN  and T E is the transpose matrix of E . The APIDCBT matrix is 2 
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SA-APBT can be used in arbitrarily shaped image segment coding. It contains SA-APWBT, SA-APDCBT, and SA-APIDCBT based on APWBT, APDCBT, and APIDCBT, respectively. The processes of SA-APBT are comprised of two one-dimensional variable-length APBT subtransforms in the vertical and horizontal directions. Taking SA-APIDCBT as an example, the mathematical expression of one-dimensional APIDCBT subtransform in the vertical direction is
The mathematical expression of one-dimensional APIDCBT subtransform in the horizontal direction is
III. QUANTIZATION METHOD IN MPEG-4
A. MPEG Quantization
In MPEG quantization method [6] , the quantization matrix which is adopted in intra-coded block is different from the quantization matrix which is adopted in intercoded block, as shown in Fig. 2 The mathematical expression of inverse quantization used by the direct current (DC) coefficient of intra-coded block is
where in short header mode _ dc scaler is 8, otherwise _ dc scaler is calculated according to Table I; [
mean the DC coefficients before and after inverse quantization respectively. The mathematical expression of inverse quantization used by the alternating current (AC) coefficients of intra-coded block and the all coefficients of inter-coded block are 
After the quantization coefficients go through inverse quantization, computed results are limited to the range [ 2048, 2047]  . Thus MPEG inverse quantization process is completed. MPEG quantization process is opposite to MPEG inverse quantization process.
B. H.263 Quantization
In H.263 quantization method, the mathematical expression of inverse quantization used by the DC coefficient of intra-coded block is also (9) . The mathematical expression of inverse quantization used by the AC coefficients of intra-coded block and the all coefficients of inter-coded block are '' 
A. Overall Algorithm Description
In order to achieve flexible and high-quality low bit rate compression, MPEG-4 defines video object (VO) as compression unit. Firstly, the input video sequence is segmented into many arbitrarily shaped video objects. Each video object is an area of video scene and has specific physical meaning. Then the motion, shape and texture of all video objects are encoded in accordance with priority.
A video object consists of many Video Object Planes (VOP). Because the shape of VOP is generally irregular, shape information also needs to be encoded before texture coding. If the input VOP is intra-coded, Motion Estimation (ME) and Motion Compensation (MC) processes are omitted. Shape coding is performed to get shape bit stream. Texture coding is done to obtain texture bit stream and reconstructed current VOP. Then on the one hand shape bit stream and texture bit stream are multiplexed to store in cache, on the other hand the reconstructed current VOP is stored in the VOP cache. If the input VOP is inter-coded, the previous reconstructed VOP in VOP cache is set as the reference VOP of current VOP to perform ME and MC. Consequently, Motion Vector (MV) and the predicted VOP of current VOP are obtained. After that, motion coding and shape coding are performed to get motion bit stream and shape bit stream. The predicted VOP is subtracted by the current VOP to get the residual VOP. Then texture coding is performed on the residual VOP to obtain texture bit stream and reconstructed residual VOP. Finally, on the one hand the motion bit stream, shape bit stream and texture bit stream are multiplexed to store in cache, on the other hand the sum of reconstructed residual VOP and the predicted VOP is stored in VOP cache. The sum of reconstructed residual VOP and the predicted VOP is reconstructed The decoding process is composed of three parts: shape decoding, motion decoding and texture decoding. Firstly the received coded bit stream passes the demultiplexer to get shape bit stream, motion bit stream and texture bit stream. Shape bit stream goes through shape decoding procedure to obtain the shape information of current VOP. When texture bit stream goes through texture decoding, the decoded shape information is used. If the current VOP is intra-coded, the reconstructed current VOP is obtained after texture decoding. If the current VOP is inter-coded, the reconstructed residual VOP is got after texture decoding. After that, the motion bit stream is performed motion decoding to get MV. The MC is performed to obtain the predicted VOP according to the decoded MV, previous reconstructed VOP and decoded shape information. Finally the predicted VOP and reconstructed residual VOP is summed to get reconstructed current VOP. Reconstructed current VOP is stored in VOP cache. Proposed MPEG-4 video decoding framework is shown in Fig. 4 . 
B. Shape Coding
There are two methods for the shape coding of VO: binary shape coding and grey shape coding. If binary shape coding is adopted, the binary alpha mask for each boundary macroblock is coded. The value of the binary alpha mask pixel for each boundary macroblock is either 0 or 1. The pixel value of 0 is outside the VOP. The pixel value of 1 is in the VOP. If grey shape coding is used, the binary alpha mask and grey-scale alpha plane for each boundary macroblock are coded. The value of grey-scale alpha plane pixel for each boundary macroblock is between 0 and 255, where 0 indicates that the pixel is completely transparent, 255 indicates that the pixel is completely opaque. The coding algorithm used by greyscale alpha plane for boundary macroblock is the same as texture coding algorithm.
Before binary shape coding, the optimum rectangular area including the current VOP is calculated [13] . The optimum rectangular area has the following requirements: the horizontal and vertical coordinates of the left and upper vertex are even, the length and width are multiples of 16, the number of the coded macroblocks with size of 16×16 is least. Then the all macroblocks in the optimum rectangular area are divided into three groups: a) Binary shape coding is not performed on the macroblock in the VOP. b) Binary shape coding is not performed on the macroblock outside the VOP. c) Binary shape coding is performed on the macroblock including the boundary of VOP. Binary shape coding is implemented by context-based arithmetic encoding (CAE). There are two CAE types: intra-frame CAE and inter-frame CAE.
C. Texture Coding
For inter-frame coded VOP, each macroblock in the optimum rectangular area goes through ME and MC process to get MV. The MV may point to the region outside the opaque area of the reference VOP. Therefore the macroblock-based texture padding is performed on the boundary macroblock and external macroblock of the reference VOP [6] . The macroblock-based texture padding defines the luminance and chrominance components data of transparent pixels in these macroblocks. The padding of luminance component is based on macroblock with size of 16×16. The padding of chrominance component is based on block with size of 8×8. The texture padding process for boundary macroblock is divided into horizontal repetitive padding and vertical repetitive padding, as shown in Fig. 5 . The texture padding process for external macroblock uses extended padding. For intra-frame coded VOP, the macroblock-based texture padding process is not performed. Firstly the all macroblocks are transformed by different transform methods. In this step, the all macroblocks in the optimum rectangular area are divided into three groups: a) For the macroblock in the VOP, its six blocks are transformed by APBT. b) For the macroblock outside the VOP, its six blocks are not transformed. c) For the macroblock including the boundary of the VOP, its six blocks are transformed by SA-APBT according to the binary shape information. Then the transform coefficients are quantified by quantization table. Different from the complex quantization method in MPEG-4, uniform quantization is adopted in the proposed algorithm because SA-APBT has better energy compaction characteristic in image compression than SA-DCT. After uniform quantization, in order to prevent error propagation, the coding algorithm on the one hand goes on texture coding, on the other hand goes through inverse uniform quantization and shape-adaptive inverse all phase biorthogonal transform (SA-
The texture decoding process is essentially opposite to the texture encoding process. Fig. 7 shows the main procedures for VOP texture decoding algorithm based on SA-APBT. Firstly the texture bit stream goes through variable length decoding to get the scan sequence of the quantized transform coefficients. Thereafter the inverse scan procedure converts the one-dimensional quantized transform coefficients into two-dimensional quantized transform coefficients. Then inverse DC and AC prediction are performed. After inverse uniform quantization, the different inverse transforms are done according to different macroblock types. For the macroblock in the VOP, its six blocks are transformed by inverse APBT. For the macroblock outside the VOP, its six blocks are not transformed. For the macroblock including the boundary of the VOP, its six blocks are transformed by SA-IAPBT. V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS In order to test the performance of proposed video coding algorithm based on SA-APBT and MPEG-4, simulation experiments are conducted using VC++ 6.0. The test video sequence Foreman is in YUV format, with the size of 352×288. Foreman is segmented into two video objects: foreground and background, where the first frame and its segmentation results are shown in Fig. 8 . The foreground is respectively encoded according to MPEG-4 video coding algorithm based on SA-APBT and the one based on SA-DCT using the advanced coding Journal of Communications Vol. 10, No. 12, December 2015 efficiency profile. The simulation experiments are carried out with a group of pictures (GOP) size of 12 pictures. The GOP includes one I frame and eleven P frames. The frame rate is 30 frames/s and the bit rate is 300kbps. MPEG quantization method is adopted in MPEG-4 video coding algorithm based on SA-DCT. To get the reconstructed foreground by using two different algorithms, corresponding decoding procedures are performed on the coded bit stream. In terms of objective quality, Y component's peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) is computed according to each VOP of the foreground and each VOP of the reconstructed foreground. Fig. 9 shows the Y component's PSNR using MPEG-4 video coding algorithm based on SA-APBT and the one based on SA-DCT for the different VOPs of the foreground. Similarly, the background is respectively encoded according to MPEG-4 video coding algorithm based on SA-APBT and the one based on SA-DCT using the advanced coding efficiency profile. The coding parameters setting of the background is the same as the coding parameters setting of the foreground. To get the reconstructed background using two different algorithms, corresponding decoding procedures are performed on the coded bit stream. In terms of objective quality, Y component's PSNR is computed according to each VOP of the background and each VOP of the reconstructed background. Fig. 10 shows the Y component's PSNR using MPEG-4 video coding algorithm based on SA-APBT and the one based on SA-DCT for the different VOPs of the background.
From the experimental results in Fig. 9 , we conclude that Y component's PSNR curve obtained by the video coding algorithm based on SA-APBT and MPEG-4 has basically the same change rule as the one obtained by the video coding algorithm based on SA-DCT and MPEG-4 for the foreground of Foreman. And compared with the video coding algorithm based on SA-DCT and MPEG-4, PSNR values using the proposed algorithm based on SA-APBT are higher for the majority of VOPs at different VOP numbers. For the background of Foreman, the same conclusion is got from the experimental results in Fig. 10 . In brief, the proposed algorithm is 0.10~1.70dB better than the one adopting SA-DCT.
In order to compare the compression performance subjectively, the reconstructed foreground and the reconstructed background using two different algorithms are merged into the reconstructed Foreman. Fig. 11(a) and Fig. 11(b) show that the 6th frames of the reconstructed Foreman video sequences obtained by MPEG-4 video coding algorithm using SA-DCT, SA-APIDCBT. Fig. 12(a) and Fig. 12(b) show that the 9th frames of the reconstructed Foreman video sequences obtained by MPEG-4 video coding algorithm using SA-DCT, SA-APIDCBT. Fig. 13(a) and Fig. 13(b) show that the 45th frames of the reconstructed Foreman video sequences obtained by MPEG-4 video coding algorithm using SA-DCT, SA-APIDCBT. From Fig. 11(a) , Fig. 12(a) , and Fig. 13(a) , it can be seen that the block artifacts of the three frames of the reconstructed Foreman using the MPEG-4 video coding algorithm based on SA-DCT are obvious especially at areas such as eyes and mouth. In Fig. 11(b), Fig. 12(b) , and Fig. 13(b) , the block artifacts of the three frames of the reconstructed Foreman using the proposed algorithm In conclusion, better performance is obtained using video coding algorithm based on SA-APBT and MPEG-4 in terms of both objective quality and subjective quality. And because of uniform quantization, the computational complexity of the proposed algorithm is reduced and hardware implementation is easier.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, video coding algorithm based on SA-APBT and MPEG-4 is proposed. Firstly, the input video sequence is segmented into many arbitrarily shaped video objects. Then the motion, shape and texture of all video objects are encoded in accordance with priority. In texture coding, SA-APBT and uniform quantization method are adopted. The experiments to typical test video sequence are done using VC++ 6.0. Compared with the video coding algorithm based on SA-DCT and MPEG-4, the proposed algorithm based on SA-APBT obtains better performance including objective quality and subjective effects. And the proposed algorithm is easier for hardware implementation because of using uniform quantization. In the future, we will continue to explore the quick and efficient optimization algorithm for video coding based on SA-APBT and MPEG-4 using graphic processing unit (GPU) parallel technology.
